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Strategies for Easing Information Discovery
in Digital Collections

More Than a Map to Get
the Treasure

Search Engine Optimization

The first and most important rule of SEO is to ensure that
your content can be indexed by search engine crawlers



Other important SEO
techniques



 Sitemap (Sitemap protocol)
 Optimized <title> and <meta> tags
 Clean HTML coding
 Clean site structure
 Quality content reflecting optimized language
 Longevity

73%

 Search engines return millions of results
 The vast majority of users never look beyond the
first 10

Search engine use

 4/5 websites are accessed through search engines
 Search engines are described as simple, speedy, and
convenient
 They are becoming less reliable, not more

The unintended consequences of Google’s success, as
explained by Dunning and Kruger



How users see search engines


 A simple tool for a simple problem
 Convenience first, then relevance
 Users are unlikely use additional features, unless as a
last resort

The research process is different



 It is learning process, emphasis on the process

Making information
discovery easier



 One-stop search systems
 Emphasize services that search engines cannot mimic
 Don’t make promises that cannot be kept
 User-oriented focus on quality

Competing with everyone else


 Digital collections want to be online
 Resources are now competing with the whole world
 However, SEO legitimizes the search engine model

Libraries can adapt

 SEO is not unlike other library trends (mobile
computing and digitization)
 Technology allows patrons to use library without
setting foot in a library, and without the need of a
librarian
 Librarians can look for new ways to teach
information literacy skills
 Search engines are just one tool in an arsenal
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the Treasure

Metadata

Dublin Core


Contributor
Coverage
Creator
Date
Description
Format
Identifier
Language

Publisher
Relation
Rights
Source
Subject
Title
Type

Metadata

 Digital Collection is not a Democracy
 Google Analytics
 Talk with your users
 The Catalog does not equal the Internet
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Usability

What is Usability?

 Systematic evaluation
 Design
 Why is it important?

Step 1: Assess need.
Step 2: Watch.
Step 3: Diagnose and Treat.

Step 1: Assess Needs

 Find out what users want/need
 What are they trying to do?
 What do you want them to try to do?

 Develop 5 to 7 tasks

Step 2: Watch

 Find 5 or 7 users
 Watch them complete the tasks
 Watch what they do
 Listen to what they say
 Measure how well they did

 System Usability Scale (SUS)

Step 3: Diagnose and Treat


 Diagnose
 Treat

Use the “F”


Keep it simple


Few simple options

Lots of options

What do I
do?

What do I
do?
This?

Or this?

Or this?

Or This?

Or this?

Or this?

This?
Then
what?
Cool.

Or this?
Bingo.

Step 4: Influencing People


 Focus on the main problems.
 Focus on the nature of the problem
 Is change impossible?

Getting Serious about
Usability

 Software: Morae ($1500)
 CUEP Certification from TTU ($1000)
 EyeGuide eye tracking software ($1500)
 Professional Usability lab (About $30,000)

Stuff to remember

 Continuous testing
 A few people, a few problems, a few times a year

 Webmasters get defensive
 Pizza is always good cheap compensation
 Recruit many different ways
 It’s better to see than guess at problems
 It’s cheaper to do it yourself

How Usability Fits in

 Usability of all levels of access





Metadata usability
System usability
Portal/website usability
Search engine context for each page
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